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Abstract: Background: This research aims to prioritize the blood supply hub for coping barriers of
implementation blockchain (BC) in supply chain management (SCM). Nowadays, blood supply is a
crucial matter that plays an essential role in people’s lives. Hence, tracing the supply of blood is very
substantial. One of the ways for the SCM of blood supply is a blockchain system. It shows how all
traces of the SCM stream can flow from raw material to receiving blood into end users. However,
there are many barriers to the implementation of blockchain. None of the companies can design
improvement projects to resolve these barriers because of a lack of rare resources, such as human
resources (HR), budget, information, etc. Methods: Barriers are first extracted from previous studies
and interviews with experts in this study. Then, these barriers are customized for this case study
by the Delphi method. Then, these blood supply hubs are ranked by measurement alternatives
and ranking according to the compromise solution (MARCOS) method. Since this method needs
primary weight, the best–worst method (BWM) is applied to obtain this weight. Result: Results have
pointed out that business owners’ unwillingness was the highest priority among the nine barriers.
Conclusions: Additionally, implementing blockchain for SCM of blood supply requires paying more
attention to business owners’ unwillingness barriers and resolving them. Furthermore, hub 4 is faced
with many problems in tackling barriers to implementing SCM blockchain.

Keywords: blood supply hub; supply chain management; blockchain; MARCOS method; best–
worst method

1. Introduction

Using supply chain management (SCM) aims to change raw materials to final goods
and services by processing raw materials [1]. SCM helps companies decrease operation
costs, accelerate the process, and ultimately increase customer satisfaction [2]. Many factors
must be considered during the SCM, such as inventories, lead time (LT), time of the process,
etc. [3]. These factors have a substantial effect on all aspects of companies. Hence, the
SCM and implementation of it are essential. The first use of blockchain (BC) dates back
to the cryptocurrency market and the invention of bitcoin [4]. This new invention had a
strong effect on all businesses of the world. Blockchain technology has many applications
in health and medical data security [5]. This technology will provide patients with a
comprehensive, unchanging report with easy access to medical information across health
networks and treatment sites. In recent years, rising health care costs have put a strain
on the global economy. Therefore, regulatory agencies have identified the ability to share
and cooperate with drug tracking and data security as the most critical issues in the health
care industry [6]. According to a global study by IBM in 2017, a large company’s data
breach cost averaged USD 3.62 million. Harvard Medical School recently released a report
showing that about USD 445 billion is lost annually in health care due to fraud. In 2015
alone, more than USD 700 million was embezzled in the United States. For this reason, the
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industry desperately needs a system with a capability to verify the accuracy of work. The
Chinese blockchain technology can meet this need, so it is indispensable to implement a
Chinese blockchain-based system in the global health industry.

Blockchain in medicine acts as a verification tool to ensure that only authorized users,
such as physicians, insurance providers, or patients, make changes. Blockchain interoperabil-
ity can be the basis of data exchange and serve as an alternative to today’s health information
interchange (HIE) [7,8]. The network acts as a network for instantaneous and immediate
transmission of patient information to health care providers, pharmacies, insurers, and clini-
cal researchers. Patients’ records are stored securely and provided to medical centers when
needed with this technology. In 2017, the startup MintHealth launched portable personal
health records based on the Chinese blockchain. These programs are used to help patients
with chronic diseases, such as heart failure, diabetes, and high blood pressure. Today, these
patients account for an average of more than 90% of health care costs. Amazon is a natural
language processing engine that can read physicians’ prescriptions in radiology, and this
service uses machine-learning algorithms. In early 2019, SAP launched a blockchain-based
supply chain tracking service. This service enables drug wholesalers to authenticate the pack-
aging of medicines returned from hospitals and pharmacies. The center plans to expand this
technology to cover a wide range of drug supply chain processes. Medical care companies,
technology innovators, and other industry sectors are grappling with two questions: (1) What
is currently operational?; (2) What problems can blockchain solve in the future? Blockchain’s
overall vision is to make a difference in the medical care industry in the future [9].

The SCM is not exempted from this revolution. After some time, many companies
have applied BC in SCM. Blockchain helps companies trace all raw materials from the
seller to deliver final goods and services to end users [10]. Many blood supply chain
performance improvements can dramatically improve health systems’ efficiency and cost
savings. Since health systems, especially in developing countries, such as Iran, face the
problem of increased costs, and a large part of health systems’ costs are directed to the blood
supply chain, any improvement in this chain’s efficiency and performance will reduce costs.

Furthermore, companies can pay the seller to buy raw materials and receive money
from end users or retails. Thanks to this method, companies can engage in good transac-
tions, and hence the circulation of money in companies is fast and effective [11]. Moreover,
by tracing all batches, companies, especially managers, can decide to buy raw materials,
maintaining inventories and sales figures, and consequently, production costs decrease
dramatically [12]. Supply blood in all cities, especially large towns, is a substantial issue
for many reasons. Blood supply is essential for people involved in car or bicycle accidents.
Since the populations in these cities are very high, and there are many cars and bikes on
highways, streets, and so on, the probability of accident events is very high.

Furthermore, many pregnant women need blood when they give birth to newborns.
Without the correct supply chain blood, many lives will be in danger. This research aims to
prioritize the barriers to implementing SCM blockchain for supplying blood to hospitals
in emergencies. Hence, in this paper, first barriers to implementing BC for blood supply
are extracted. Then, since the implementation of this technology requires the allocation
of limited resources, such as human resources (HR), budget, time, information, and other
resources, these barriers must be prioritized. For prioritizing, multi-criteria decision-
making) MCDM( techniques are applied in an uncertain environment. The novelty of this
paper is using hybrid MCDM methods for prioritizing hubs of blood supply according
to barriers to implementation of supply chain management BC for hospitals in large
cities. Although they have published some papers about the combination of best–worst
method (BWM), measurement alternatives, and ranking, according to the Compromise
Solution (MARCOS), in both certain and uncertain environments, there is no evidence that
researchers applied these hybrid methods to prioritize BC barriers for SCM of blood supply.

− Question 1—What are the barriers to implementing BC for supply blood?
− Question 2—Which barrier has a high priority for implementing BC for blood supply?
− Question 3—Which hub must focus on that to eliminate SCM BC barriers?
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This paper consists of five sections. After the introduction section, the literature review
section is demonstrated in section two. Section three deals the research methodology
section. After section three, the data analysis section as the fourth section is displayed. The
final section reveals the conclusion.

2. Literature Review

The concept of supply chain management was introduced in the early 1990s [13]. This
structure seeks to manage a value creation chain, from the original producer to the final
customer. According to Ivanov, the supply chain is a network with the ability to cooperate
and coordinate among the value chain members to supply raw materials, convert materials
into final products, and transfer products prepared to customers [14]. Supply chain design
and implementation are conducted at different levels. At the upper level, the goal is to
organize the proper communication of the chain, and at the lower level, the goal is to
create and execute operational processes [15]. Performance management and evaluation
indicators can also be classified into three levels: strategic, tactical, and operational [16].
One of the most critical issues in supply chain management is decision alignment. The
supply chain has a multilevel and related structure that means optimization in one part
will not necessarily lead to the optimal performance of the whole chain [17,18].

A blockchain network contains records of data that are stored in blocks at various
points in the network [19]. Each block depends on a timestamp. The accuracy of the
timestamp is guaranteed based on a convergence protocol between the participating parties
and the encryption algorithm in the hash [20]. Blockchain technology, as a potentially
disruptive technology with the characteristics of an unreliable decentralized database,
enables global-scale transactions, intermediation and decentralization between different
parties [21]. Blockchain is an open-source technology, and no one owns it [13]. This technol-
ogy does not have a central ruler to approve transactions and operates self-regulating [22].
The technology is an encrypted digital general ledger that stores transaction data in a
decentralized public ledger. These blocks are added to each other to create an endless chain
when this chain is shared among all participants. Such an architecture has advantages
such as improving traceability and increasing trust in a chain [23]. Blockchain reduces
third-party reliance on peer-to-peer networks. This technology makes the information
immutably available to all participants to reduce fraud.

Today, customers want everything together. Managerial interpretation of this need
means trusting, being responsive, reducing prices, increasing quality and other customer
interests [24]. The concept of supply chain management simultaneously seeks to reduce
costs and increase customer satisfaction [19]. Due to the vast supply chain of today’s orga-
nizations, traditional supply chain procedures and processes are no longer effective, and
managers have turned to new methods and technologies to improve supply chain perfor-
mance. With the development of communication and information technology in industry
and services, the rate of detecting, recording and updating information has increased and,
consequently, the power of control and decision-making has improved [25]. Utilizing a
new approach has increased the speed of recognizing changes and making recent opti-
mal decisions [19]. With this possibility, the power of adapting decisions to the facts will
increase, and we will have more agile chains. The continuous detection of changes and
appropriate responses is a good approach for continuous improvement. New blockchain
technology is one of the most recently considered technologies due to its key features, such
as its prevention of forgery, decentralization and transparency [26]. The essence of modern
supply chains is complex and has a multi-tiered existence to serve consumers [27–29].
In addition, globalization policies have made diversity, cultures, information evaluation
and risk management in the supply chain an unpredictable and complex phenomenon [30].
Blockchain is a network-based distributed mass storage structure [31]. Recently, various
fields of science have been trying to use this technology.

Currency cryptocurrencies, supply chains, scientific data storage centers, public health
and intelligent cities are applications of this emerging technology [32]. Blockchain can
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increase the ability to track information and security in the supply chain by securing the
collection, transfer and sharing of valid data at each production stage, processing, ware-
housing, distribution and sale [33]. The ability to detect, record, and transmit information
based on radio frequency identification (RFID) and the Internet of Things, along with
improving blockchain-based reliability, can increase the reliability of the knowledge gained
from information storage and improve the authority to use it [29]. The two most important
features of the China blockchain are its distribution and aftermath. In this context, the
parties to the chain agree in detail on the details of the chain [34]. One of the most significant
achievements of using blockchain is ensuring that the data are not manipulated and the
information is accurate, which guarantees the availability of reliable knowledge [35]. In
general, some of the problems that exist during the supply and delivery chain from the
time of production to the time of delivery to the consumer and cause a waste of time and
capital are:

1. Impossibility of viewing and monitoring assets from the beginning to the end of the
chain: Which goods are at which point at any given moment.

2. Identification/tracking of goods: lack of proper answers to questions—Who? When?
Where? Why?

3. Security and fraud issues: the possibility of entering fake and invalid data in the chain
and uncertainty in answering whether this is my product?

4. Verification of events in the chain: Have the goods been shipped? Has it reached
its destination?

Blockchain technology will provide more efficient and secure tools in this area. The
unchanging nature of this technology can bring about dramatic changes for the health care
sector, and for this reason, it seems perfectly appropriate for this sector. Shahnaz et al. [36]
studied blockchain technology in Electronic Health Records. In addition to implementing
this technology, researchers in this study provide secure storage of electronic records by
denying granular access rules for users of the proposed framework. Human blood is a
scarce resource that is produced only by humans themselves, and there is currently no
other chemical product or process that can replace it. Providing healthy and adequate
blood for hospitals and managing it under normal circumstances is a critical challenge that
governments’ health systems always face. There will always be a need for blood donors and
their products; matching supply and demand efficiently for this product is not easy. Blood
and blood products are perishable products that make this more difficult. Blood deficiency
brings a high costs to society because it increases the mortality rate. Sadaphule et al. [37]
reviewed the health supply chain and blockchain technology. They sought to identify the
problems facing health care workers and provide a model.

Research has also been conducted systematically and reviewed in this area [38–40].
Hölbl et al. [39] employed bibliometric techniques to present an overview of blockchain ele-
ments and research trends about blockchain application in healthcare. Angraal et al. [41] de-
tailed the various platforms developed to deploy blockchain in healthcare. Agbo et al. [42]
discussed different instances of adopting blockchain technology in healthcare, the chal-
lenges faced, and possible solutions. O’Donoghue et al. [39] discussed specific trade-offs
and design choices executed by researchers in various scenarios where blockchain tech-
nology was applied. Jaoude and Saade [43] curated studies about blockchain applications
across multiple industries and broadly discussed the different usage contexts for this
technology. Recently, Hasselgren et al. [44] analyzed 39 studies to present summary statis-
tics on popular platforms and targeted areas wherein blockchain has been applied to
improve Healthcare.

Mathivathanan et al. [45], in their research regarding the Total Interpretive Structural
Modelling (TISM) approach, concluded that the lack of business awareness and familiarity
with blockchain technology on what it can deliver for future supply chains are the most
significant barriers that impede blockchain adoption. These barriers hinder and impact
businesses decisions to establish a blockchain-enabled supply chain and those other barri-
ers act as secondary and linked variables in the adoption process. Ozdemir et al., in their
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research regarding the intuitionistic fuzzy analytic network process, concluded that inter-
organizational barriers are the most suitable ones, the impacts of which blockchain may
alleviate [46]. This study further suggests that trust turned out to be the most significant
benefit criterion for the analysis. Biswas and Gupta [47] analysis of barriers to implement-
ing blockchain in industry and service sectors suggests that adopting and implementing
blockchain technologies in various industries and services is challenging. They provide a
tenth classification of these barriers, including challenges in scalability, market-based risks,
transaction-level uncertainties, technology risks, high sustainability costs, poor economic
behavior in the long run, privacy risks, usages in the underground economy, risks of cyber-
attacks and legal and regulatory uncertainties. Therefore, in Table 1, the following barriers
have been identified and suggested the application of blockchain technology in the supply
chain by researchers:

Table 1. Barriers to the application of blockchain technology in the supply chain.

Barrier and Description Reference

Business Owner’s unwillingness: Fear of change, investment, organization culture [45,47]

Unfamiliarity with
Technology: Lack of awareness, the infancy of the technology [48,49]

Data privacy/security
Concerns: Cyber security concerns, possible illegal

surveillance, and possible fear of data misuse
[49,50]

Technological infeasibility: Lack of enormous computing power, level of technical
maturity is not the same along with the supply chain partners [41,42,51]

Complexity in set up/use: Massive financial investment, common software
platform required, initiators commitment [12,48,52,53]

Uncertain benefits: Uncertain benefits are key practical challenges [54,55]

Dependence on Blockchain operators: Trade-offs in the initial setup, fear of
reliance on blockchain operators [56,57]

Lack of Cooperation among SC partners: Supply chain partners must have the same
level of technological maturity [58,59]

Risks of cyber-attacks: Network-based attacks, Selfish mining attacks [60,61]

Privacy Risks: Anonymity, Data Privacy with personal records [32,62]

Market-based Risks: Price volatility and fluctuating exchange rate, Questionable
hype, Risk of future adoption by merchants [41,63]

Yadav and Singh [64] show the critical role of some of the causes that lead to the
integration of blockchain with the supply chain and, ultimately, stability. Data security and
decentralization, accessibility, rules and policies, documentation, data management and
quality are some things that help block strategy development. Behnke and Janssen [65]
concluded that blockchain is valuable because it leads to more data sharing among supply
chain members. However, boundary conditions must be met before using blockchain
technology. It indicates that the supply chain must be organized before using blockchain.
Rawat et al. [20] conducted a study to explain the implementation of blockchain technology
in the production chain delivery system and the egg’s width from the farm to the consumer.
They consider the entry of blockchain in the food supply chain as the beginning of a
revolution that allows tracking food chains accurately.

The implementation of blockchain in SCM is an emerging subject in this term. Hence,
a few types of research have been published about that. However, publishing research
focusing on the barriers to implementing blockchain is scarce. Ultimately, there is no
evidence of publishing a paper about prioritizing implementation of BC in SCM of supply
blood. Since supply blood is essential to work that directly relates to the death or life of
people, many papers have been published about diverse issues of blood supply and related
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methods. Still, none of them focus on using BC and barriers to implementation of BC. The
research gap of this research is the introduction of the new term SCM blood supply and
how BC works in the face of it.

3. Methods

This research aims to apply a combination of multi-criteria decision-making methods
for analysis. Eight experts were selected to answer all the questions of this study. The
methods are described below.

The Delphi method has been applied to customizing barriers to implementation of BC
in SCM supply blood in this paper. This method screening barrier. The primary purpose of
the Delphi technique is to reach a consensus of a group of experts. Management researchers
specifically use this technique to validate decision-making indicators. Therefore, although
this method is not a multi-criteria decision-making method, in many cases, before using
multi-criteria decision-making techniques, this technique is used to screen the indicators
or reach an agreement on the importance of decision-making indicators [58]. The steps of
this method are first a questionnaire based on barriers, and five scales Likert has designed
(from very low = 1 to very high = 5). Afterwards, this questionnaire distributes among
expert people. This study has selected experts from the most specialized physicians in the
hematology department. There is a disputing about the number of decision makers (DMs)
in this method. Some scientists believe that this number must be more than 100 people,
but others pointed out it must be five to fifteen [66]. After gathering questionnaires, they
will be analyzed. If the average of the scores is more than four, this “barrier” is accepted;
otherwise, it will be rejected.

BWM method is one of the most popular methods in the world. This method belongs
to one of the MCDM methods that allocate weights to alternatives or criteria. It eliminates
some drawbacks of the traditional Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) method, such as
less comparison and high accuracy. Rezaei [67] introduced this method, which has been
applied in many papers [68,69]. For the implementation of that, these steps must be done:

Step 1. Looking forward to setting the criteria and alternatives of the model.
C = {c1, c2, . . . ., cn } represents criteria of problem.

Step 2. The worst and best criteria of the problem are identified.
Step 3. The best criterion is shown (denoted as B), and afterwards, it compares with

the rest of the criteria according to 1–9 scale. For showing the best preferences of the best
criterion B are indicated as AB = (aB1, aB2, . . . , aBn). It is obvious that aBB = 1.

Step 4. The worst criterion is shown (denoted as W), and afterwards, it compares with
the rest of the criteria according to 1–9 scale. For displaying the worst preferences of the
best criterion W are indicated as Aw = (aw1, aw2, . . . , awn). It is obvious that aww = 1.

Step 5. Final weights are shown due to the following formula. These weights are(
w∗1 , w∗2 , . . . , w∗n

)
.

The maximum absolute differences
∣∣∣wB

wj
− aBj

∣∣∣ and
∣∣∣ wj

ww
− awj

∣∣∣ are minimized for all j,
such as the ratio of weights related to best relative preferences. n represents the number of
iterations, and j is a number of criteria. The equation below shows this computation.

min max
j
{
∣∣∣∣∣wB

wj
− aBj

∣∣∣∣∣,
∣∣∣∣ wj

ww
− awj

∣∣∣∣}
subject to:

∑
j

wj = 1 (1)

wj ≥ 0, for all j.
Another model can be rewritten as follows [67].

minξ
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subject to: ∣∣∣wB
wj
− aBj

∣∣∣ ≤ ξ, for all j∣∣∣ wj
ww
− awj

∣∣∣ ≤ ξ, for all j

∑
j

wj = 1

(2)

wj ≥ 0, for all j.
Measurement Alternatives and Ranking according to Compromise Solution (MAR-

COS) method.
The MARCOS method is one of the ideal-anti ideal alternatives values [70].
Step 1. First, consider we have n criteria and m alternatives. R represents a set of experts.
Step 2. The decision matrix is created. The first row is anti-ideal (AAI), and the last row

is an ideal (AI) solution: i represents as the row (alternatives), and j represents as column
(criteria).

X =

AAI
A1
. . . .
Am
AI


xaa1 xaa2
x11 x12

· · · xaan
x1n

...
. . .

...
xm1 x22
xai1 xai2

· · · xmn
xain

 (3)

AAI = min
i

xij if j ∈ B and max
i

xij if j ∈ C (4)

AI = max
i

xij if j ∈ B and min
i

xij if j ∈ C (5)

B shows a benefit group of criteria, and C points out to cost group of criteria.
Step 3. The decision matrix of (X) is normalized as follow as. The normalized matrix

demonstrates as N =
[
nij
]

m×n.

nij =
xai
xij

if j ∈ C (6)

nij =
xij

xai
if j ∈ B (7)

xij and xai are the elements of matrix X.
Step 4. The weighted matrix V = [vij]m×n. Weighted matrix V is multiple of weighted

into the normalized matrix. The weights are shown wj.

vij = nij × wj (8)

Step 5. The utility degree of alternatives is displayed as Ki. The utilities of ideal and
anti-ideal alternatives are computed as follow as

K−i =
Si

Saai
(9)

K+
i =

Si
Sai

(10)

Si (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) exhibits summation of elements of weighted matrix V.

Si =

n

∑
i=1

vij (11)

Step 6. The utility function of alternatives f (Ki). This utility function is created
according to ideal and anti-ideal solutions alternatives. This utility function is obtained as
follow as
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f (Ki) =
K+

i + K−i

1 +
1− f (K+

i )
f (K+

i )
+

1− f (K−i )
f (K−i )

(12)

f
(
K−i
)

points out to utility function of the anti-ideal solution, and f
(
K+

i
)

demonstrates
the utility function of the ideal solution. The final utility function related to the ideal and
anti-ideal solutions are

f
(
K+

i )=
K−i

K+
i + K−i

(13)

f
(
K−i )=

K+
i

K+
i + K−i

(14)

Step 7. The final ranking has done according to the final score of utility functions. The
highest utility function score has the highest priority.

3.1. Customize Factors

This questionnaire distributes among eight DMs for answering these questions. The
information of DMs is illustrated in Table 2.

Table 2. Information of DMs.

DM Experiences Certificate

DM 1 23 PhD

DM 2 21 PhD

DM 3 26 MSc

DM 4 25 MD

DM 5 21 MA

DM 6 23 PhD

DM 7 22 MSc

DM 8 27 MD

Then, the questionnaire distributes among them. The questionnaire is based on the
five scale-Likert. If the average of responses was less than four, this factor was eliminated;
otherwise, if the average of responses was equal or more than four, this factor was accepted.
The results are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. The procedure of computation Delphi method.

DM 1 DM 2 DM 3 DM 4 DM 5 DM 6 DM 7 DM 8 Average Result

Business Owner’s unwillingness 5 5 5 4 5 4 5 3 4.5 Accept

Unfamiliarity with Technology 4 5 5 3 4 5 5 4 4.375 Accept

Data privacy/security Concerns 4 4 4 5 5 4 3 4 4.125 Accept

Technological infeasibility 4 5 5 5 4 3 4 5 4.375 Accept

Complexity in set up/use 3 3 4 5 4 5 4 5 4.125 Accept

Uncertain benefits 4 4 5 5 3 4 5 4 4.25 Accept

Dependence on Blockchain operators 4 5 3 4 5 4 5 3 4.125 Accept

Lack of Cooperation among SC partners 3 4 5 4 5 4 5 3 4.125 Accept

Risks of cyber-attacks 4 5 4 4 5 4 5 3 4.25 Accept

Privacy Risks 3 3 3 4 5 4 5 3 3.75 Reject

Market-based Risks 3 4 5 5 4 3 3 3 3.75 Reject
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In Table 4, the customized barriers and abbreviations of them are displayed.

Table 4. The abbreviation of customized barriers.

Barriers Abbreviation

Business Owner’s unwillingness BO

Unfamiliarity with Technology UT

Data privacy/security Concerns DS

Technological infeasibility TI

Complexity in set up/use CS

Uncertain benefits UB

Dependence on Blockchain operators DB

Lack of Cooperation among SC partners LC

Risks of cyber-attacks RC

The result indicates that only nine barriers are accepted among eleven barriers, and
two of them are privacy risks, and market-based risk barriers have been removed.

3.2. Research Procedure

Step 1. Extracting barriers to the implementation of SCM BC in blood supply by
previous studies and interviews with experts.

Step 2. Screening barriers by Delphi method.
Step 3. Finding primary weights for barriers to implementation of BC by BWM.
Step 4. Prioritizing seven hubs of blood supply based on MARCOS method.
Figure 1 shows the research procedure.

Figure 1. Research methodology procedure.

4. Data Analysis

In the first step, the best and worst criteria are identified. The best criterion is business
owner’s unwillingness, and the worst criterion is data privacy/security concerns. Then,
DMs told their preference to each criterion compared with the best and worst criteria. The
mode of DMs’ preferences was selected as the final result. The preferences of DMs about
best criteria are presented in Table 5. In the BWM, nine scale-Likert is used. For ranking
best criteria, first, the best criterion was selected. Afterwards, this criterion was compared
to other criteria and allocated within the nine scale-Likert based on the DM preferences.
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Table 5. Best criteria preferences.

Best BO UT DS TI CS UB DB LC RC

BO 1 8 7 9 6 8 9 5 8

In Table 6, the worst criteria preferences of DM are represented. In this table, the same
process was conducted for similar best criteria.

Table 6. Worst criteria preferences.

DS Worst

BO 4

UT 5

DS 1

TI 5

CS 4

UB 3

DB 4

LC 5

RC 4

In Table 7, the final weights of barriers are shown. Then, according to Equation (2), the
linear programming was solved by LINGO software.

Table 7. Weights of barriers.

BO UT DS TI CS UB DB LC RC

Weights 0.39 0.07 0.05 0.065 0.1 0.07 0.065 0.11 0.07

The Ksi shows that the model’s inconsistency rate points out that this model is reliable
according to the guideline of Table 8.

Ksi = 0.18.

Table 8. Consistency rate guideline.

Number of Criteria 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Scale 9 0.21 0.36 0.4 0.42 0.44 0.45 0.47

Seven blood supply hubs provide blood and substantial materials extracted from
blood. In this paper, these centers were ranked using the MARCOS method. The reason
for ranking these hubs is finding which hub these barriers have a substantial effect on
them and must focus on resolving these barriers and successfully implementing blockchain
in blood supply SCM. In this table, the average of DMs’ preferences is computed. These
preferences are obtained based on nine scales Likert. Table 9 is the initial decision matrix
created according to Equations (3)–(5).

Next, the normalized decision matrix is created according to Equations (6) and (7) and
represented in Table 10. According to benefit and cost criteria and above equations, DMs’
preferences are normalized in this step.

The weighted matrix shows in Table 11. In this step, normalized matrix multiple in
weighted obtained from BWM. In this step, the weights that have been obtained from BWM
for each criterion are multiple to the normalized table. It is based on Equation (8).
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Table 9. The initial decision matrix.

BO UT DS TI CS UB DB LC RC BO

AAI 8.48 8.61 8.99 8.99 8.63 8.71 8.83 8.95 7.87 8.48

Hub 1 6.1 6.36 5.2 7.88 8.63 5.95 8.83 6.35 7.2 6.1

Hub 2 7.58 8.61 5.42 8.7 5.03 7.29 5.93 8.4 7.39 7.58

Hub 3 8.09 7.69 7.7 5.65 7.83 8.71 6.45 8.87 5.55 8.09

Hub 4 5.27 5.4 7.49 7.37 6.23 8.03 6.66 6.7 7.06 5.27

Hub 5 8.48 5.08 5.27 8.99 5.03 7.58 7.24 8.95 6.95 8.48

Hub 6 8.32 5.63 8.99 8.11 7.76 7.42 7.63 5.86 7.57 8.32

Hub 7 7.27 7.83 8.23 8.69 5.9 5.3 8.26 6.39 7.87 7.27

AI 5.27 5.08 5.2 5.65 5.03 5.3 5.93 5.86 5.55 5.27

Table 10. The normalized matrix.

BO UT DS TI CS UB DB LC RC BO

AAI 0.62 0.59 0.58 0.63 0.58 0.61 0.67 0.65 0.71 0.62

Hub 1 0.86 0.80 1.00 0.72 0.58 0.89 0.67 0.92 0.77 0.86

Hub 2 0.70 0.59 0.96 0.65 1.00 0.73 1.00 0.70 0.75 0.70

Hub 3 0.65 0.66 0.68 1.00 0.64 0.61 0.92 0.66 1.00 0.65

Hub 4 1.00 0.94 0.69 0.77 0.81 0.66 0.89 0.87 0.79 1.00

Hub 5 0.62 1.00 0.99 0.63 1.00 0.70 0.82 0.65 0.80 0.62

Hub 6 0.63 0.90 0.58 0.70 0.65 0.71 0.78 1.00 0.73 0.63

Hub 7 0.72 0.65 0.63 0.65 0.85 1.00 0.72 0.92 0.71 0.72

AI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Table 11. Weighted matrix.

BO UT DS TI CS UB DB LC RC BO

AAI 0.24 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.08 0.05 0.24

Hub 1 0.34 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.11 0.06 0.34

Hub 2 0.27 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.10 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.05 0.27

Hub 3 0.25 0.05 0.03 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.07 0.25

Hub 4 0.39 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.08 0.05 0.06 0.10 0.06 0.39

Hub 5 0.24 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.10 0.05 0.05 0.08 0.06 0.24

Hub 6 0.25 0.07 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.12 0.05 0.25

Hub 7 0.28 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.11 0.05 0.28

AI 0.39 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.10 0.07 0.06 0.12 0.07 0.39

In Table 12, utility degrees of alternatives, utility function and the final ranking of
alternatives are displayed. The computation of finding final weights are obtained according
to Equations (9)–(14).
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Table 12. Final ranking.

Si K−
i K+

i f (K−) f (K+) f(Ki) Rank

AAI 0.63

Hub 1 0.82 1.31 0.82 0.62 0.38 0.66 2

Hub 2 0.75 1.20 0.75 0.62 0.38 0.61 4

Hub 3 0.72 1.14 0.72 0.62 0.38 0.58 7

Hub 4 0.88 1.41 0.88 0.62 0.38 0.71 1

Hub 5 0.74 1.18 0.74 0.62 0.38 0.60 5

Hub 6 0.72 1.15 0.72 0.62 0.38 0.58 6

Hub 7 0.76 1.22 0.76 0.62 0.38 0.61 3

AI 1.00

5. Conclusions and Managerial Implementation

Nowadays, SCM has a crucial role in all aspects of our lives that has been used in
diverse industries and combined with other methods. One of the most critical matters in
SCM is tracing the flow of receiving raw material and delivering final goods and services
to end users. For the implementation of this work, many methods existed. One of these
methods that use widely is blockchain. This method has been applied in many industries.
Healthcare industries are one of the industries that play an essential role in people’s lives,
and a sensitive industry that 1 s is very crucial. Supply blood is significant for all hospitals
and tracing the process of receiving blood, refining them, and then delivering it to hospitals’
end users.

This paper sought to find prioritizing blood supply hubs according to barriers of
implementation BC in SCM. Therefore, after prioritizing these barriers by BWM, business
owners’ unwillingness is the most crucial barrier for implementing BC in blood supply
hubs. In other words, most of the blood supply hubs did not want to implement this
technology. The reason is that they had less budget, and they must allocate it to very
significant matters such as buying the technology of refining blood, getting the blood from
volunteers and salary and benefit of staff. After prioritizing these hubs, the result indicates
that among these hubs, hub four must be needed more attention on that for the elimination
of implementation BC according to their barriers. This paper shows the road map of coping
with tackles of performance BC in SCM of supply blood hubs. One of the merits of this
road map is using hybrid MCDM methods with high accuracy.

To address the first research question, extraction barriers of implementation blockchain
in blood supply are extracted from interviews with DMs and previous studies. However,
implementing blockchain is not easy for all companies, and they face many barriers. In this
paper, hubs of blood supply according to barriers of implementation of SCM BC are ranked
to show which one has the highest priority for removing the barriers of implementation of
SCM BC for supply blood. The business owner’s unwillingness was the highest priority
among the nine barriers to answering the second research question. Table 13 shows the
rank of barriers.

This means that for the implementation of SCM BC, most top managers do not want
to implement it because they have a low budget and think that the traditional method
in supply blood is sufficient and do not need to implement BC. For answering the third
question among seven hubs, hub 4 has the highest priority. It shows that managers must
focus on hub four to eliminate BC barriers for implementing BC.

Several papers have been published about using BWM and MARCOS methods [40].
Still, using blockchain, especially in blood supply chain management, is very new. Hence,
this paper can be opened new windows to this issue.

The method of receiving to deliver accuracy and acceleration is the most of the process.
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Table 13. Rank of barriers.

Barriers Rank

Business Owner’s unwillingness 1

Unfamiliarity with Technology 4

Data privacy/security Concerns 6

Technological infeasibility 5

Complexity in set up/use 3

Uncertain benefits 4

Dependence on Blockchain operators 5

Lack of Cooperation among SC partners 2

Risks of cyber-attacks 4

All of this requires an ongoing and rigorous training program to familiarize all partners
with the potentials and benefits of blockchain, which requires a great deal of time and
financial resources.

The result of this paper has conflicted with some other researches. For instance,
Vafadarnikjoo [49] uncertainty environment had the highest priority; however, it had
fourth-order. This research has the same result as research Colak et al. [71] and Bag et al. [50]
about the priority of barriers for implementation BC. In both research, management and
in-desire implementation of BC because of lack of budget are the priority factors. However,
in the study Ozdemir et al. [46], inter-organizational factors are the priority, which conflicts
with the result of this paper.

For future research, researchers can work on the effect and relationship of barriers to
each other by Decision-Making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory (DEMATEL), ISM, TISM,
etc. Many of the most prominent players in the supply chain industry have embraced the
blockchain-based distribution system and are spending resources to encourage others to
use it. We will likely see global supply chains using blockchain to share information about
a company in the coming years. Blockchain technology can change the way companies
work in a variety of ways. These changes can include how raw materials are produced,
products are produced, shipped, and products are supported. All events and changes
can be recorded in a transparent and unchangeable system. So, the use of blockchain can
eliminate many of the common inefficiencies in traditional management models.
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